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Sample 4: The Weekend Carpenter
The only place where you can:
Bench Dog, Bisect an Angle, do a Butt Joint, Cupping and use anti kickback devices in public without
getting arrested inside your own shop.
If you love sawdust, the smell of pine after using your circular saw,
have the patience of Job to drill your pocket holes,
make drawers without using screws or glue,
you can make your own wine cabinet,
And manage to sleep like a baby.
Then send for your complimentary issue of ‘The Weekend Carpenter’. You will find that our editors and
writers are really weekend carpenters just like you and me. Not trying to make a living out of the craft
but we use the craft to remain sane after 40 hours at the office, the shop or driving for a living.
You will really enjoy our sections:
The ‘honey do list’ – where writers will post articles on how to do an specific project from scribble to end.
How to do: the material list, prep the shop, prep the material, cut it, assembly it and finish it meeting our
“Honey’s specifications” in mind.
Do it yourself-guide – you can ask any of our writers and they can guide you through the process to
accomplish easy to do it yourself tasks to the more advance projects.
What’s the newest widget in the market? – in this section we will be breaking down expert feedback on
which tools are the best and cost efficient to tool up your shed.
Paint it or Stain it? – you will read in every issue two similar projects following different finishing
techniques and clear pictures of how they look after the final process has been decided and applied. So,
in your next weekend task you will have a better mental picture of how to finish it.
Let’s re-frame it – when you do modifications to your crib, just to find out that your contractor skipped
essential framing steps when finishing your home. Our writers, who are also carpenters, can give you
expert advice on what’s the safest and city compliant process to make alterations to your walls, attic,
cellar, etc. that will help you to accomplish the look and practicality of your new den.
The enclosed postage paid card will bring your complimentary first issue of ‘The Weekend Carpenter’
with NO obligations to subscribe. And if you like what you see and read, then we will send you your
second issue. We will include our complementary bill for $ 24 dollars for your annual subscription. And if
at any time you feel you are not getting back your money’s worth. Please send us a note via email giving
us your feedback and we will reimburse you for the months that are left on our agreement with no
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questions asked. But if you want to give us a hint of what can be improved on our side of the saw horse.
We would really appreciate it and keep you in our friendly fire list of buddies.
Sincerely yours,
Joe D. Carpenter
General Manager
The Weekend Carpenter
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